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Kia Ora, Talofa, Malo e Lelei, Namaste, and  
Welcome to the Rutherford College English Department 
 

Language is my identity 
Language is my uniqueness 

Language is life. 
 

Ko te reo te tuakiri 
Ko te reo toku ahurei 

Ke te teo to ora. 
 

--English in the New Zealand Curriculum. 
 

                              
 

Students are expected to be working at Level 4-5 of the New Zealand Curriculum. 
 
To access the details of the English curriculum at these levels, go to 
 
http://nzcurriculum.tki.org.nz/The-New-Zealand-Curriculum/English/Achievement-
objectives  
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Timeline of Learning and Assessment 
 
Term I 
 

Learning and skills : weekly guidelines to be 
used within the framework of whole-term 
Units of Learning  

Assessments 

Week 1 Introduction to the course: expectations, book 
layout, 
Personal reading, text types etc. 

 

          2  Reading – skills and strategies, range of texts    
          3 Reading – skills and strategies, range of texts    
          4 Reading – skills and strategies, range of texts  
          5 Reading of short texts – close reading skills  
          6 Reading of short texts – close reading skills  
          7 Reading of short texts – close reading 

assessment 
Close 
Reading 
Assessment 

          8 PRT’s – modelling a personal response to 
text(s) 

 

         9 PRT’s – responses to 2 short texts from the 
range  

 

        10 PRT’s – responses to short texts or to novel 
(personal reading) 

PRT’s handed 
in 
(2, at least)  * 

 
 
Term II 
 

Learning and skills : weekly guidelines to be 
used within the framework of whole-term 
Units of Learning * 

Assessments 

Week 1 Writing Block – Creative Writing  
          2 Writing Block – Creative Writing  
          3 Writing Block – Creative Writing Creative 

Writing* 
          4 Extended Text – reading strategies  
          5 Extended Text study  
          6 Extended Text study  
          7 Extended Text study – personal response  PRT 3 – 

Overall Grade 
          8 Extended Text -- Essay writing  
          9 Extended Text -- Essay writing  
         10 Extended Text -- Essay writing Literature 

Essay Test  
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Term  
III 
 

Learning and skills : weekly guidelines to be 
used within the framework of whole-term 
Units of Learning * 

Assessments 

Week 1 Presenting Oral – drafting speech/slam  
          2 Presenting Oral – drafting speech/slam  
          3 Presenting Oral – presenting skills and 

rehearsal 
 

          4 Presenting Oral – rehearsal and presenting Present Oral 
Text  

          5 Visual Text study – visual language, features   
          6 Visual Text study  
          7 Visual Text study  
          8 Visual Text study  
          9 Visual Text study Visual Texts -

Assessment 
         10 Visual Text study  Present Visual 

Text 
 
 
Term IV 
 

Learning and skills : weekly guidelines to be 
used within the framework of whole-term 
Units of Learning * 

Assessments 

Week 1 Writing Block – speech draft into crafted 
writing 

 

          2 Writing Block – speech draft into crafted 
writing 

Writing – 
Opinion/ 
Slam* 

          3 Examination revision  
          4 Examinations  
          5 Examinations /Writing Portfolio  
          6 Writing Portfolio Writing 

Portfolio – 
Overall Grade  

          7 Wider Living Week  
          8 Reflection + publishing personal portfolio of 

work+  
 

* Formative assessment grade 
 

 
 
Year Nine English in the New Zealand Curriculum 
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This course involves: 
 

• Close Reading of a range of short texts --poetry, fiction and non-fiction. 
• Extended/Written Text Study 
• Visual text Study 
• Visual presentation – comics, digital presentations, short films  
• Oral presentation –speeches, performances 
• Portfolio of Writing   
• Personal Reading and PRT’s 

 
Assessment 
This course is assessed against the Achievement Objectives of the Curriculum Level. 
Student work can gain one of the following grades: 
 

• Not Achieved 
• Achieved 
• Achieved with Merit  
• Achieved with Excellence.  

 
Your teacher will ‘unpack’ each assessment with you so that you know what is required 
for Achievement, Merit and Excellence. It is vital that you seek and act on feedback 
from your teacher on how to make progress through each assessment. 
 
Conditions of Assessment 
Assessments in English, especially long-term assessments, can only be completed 
satisfactorily when attention is given both in class and at home. The learning and 
planning is done in class, and students are expected to process and develop ideas, 
work on the crafting and polishing of written pieces, for example, in their own time. 
 
Drafting of ideas and initial work will be done in class, for authenticity purposes, but 
students will be signed off by their teacher and allowed to work on their pieces in their 
homework time.  
 
Homework 
Success in English requires reading and writing at home as well as at school. At a 
minimum, Year 9 students should be spending at least two 40 minute sessions on 
English for Homework every week. If there is no set homework, students should be 
continuing with personal reading which needs to occur in school and at home. 
 
 
 
 
Making Meaning and Creating Meaning: 
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The English curriculum is made up of two strands: Making Meaning (reading, listening 
and viewing) and Creating Meaning (writing, speaking and presenting). It is important 
that students are clear about the differences: 
 
When assessing Making Meaning, we are looking for evidence of the quality of 
your thinking and understanding. We are not making judgements about how well a 
student is expressing themselves – so while students should value clarity and good 
expression, they should not worry about whether or not their grade will be damaged by, 
say, poor spelling. Close Reading and Personal Responses to Texts are examples of 
Making Meaning Assessments. 
 
When assessing Creating Meaning, we are looking for evidence of how well a 
student can write, speak or present for a particular audience, purpose and text 
type. It is here that students must ensure that they are at their absolute best in 
planning, drafting, crafting and editing their work. Writing Portfolios, Comics and 
Speeches are examples of Creating Meaning assessments. 
 
Formative assessment: 
 
English assessments are made up of many stages and tend to take many weeks. 
Writing portfolios, for example, take three terms to complete to the right standard: the 
reason for this is your writing improves over the course of the year, so it should be 
finally assessed for an overall grade at the end of the year. 
 
Formative assessment involves you planning, drafting and crafting work and then 
getting teacher feedback on how you are making progress. With assessments such as 
writing, it is vital that you re-craft your work a number of times, especially in response to 
teacher feedback. Consultation and feedback (‘formative assessment’) are the most 
powerful influence on student progress and achievement. 
 
The nature of English assessments means that it simply is not possible for work to be 
completed at the last minute. For this reason, it is vital that you meet formative 
deadlines (and don’t treat that deadline as ‘just a draft’ and therefore ‘not important’). 
   
Summative or Final assessment: 
 
While Formative assessment gives students an indication of where their work is at 
against the marking criteria, leaving room for further improvement, a summative grade 
is final. Deadlines for Assessment are given in the calendar and students must meet 
them with completed work for hand in or presentation. Exceptions are only accepted 
after a valid explanation is provided via a note or email.  
 
 
 

Personal Responses to Texts – PRTs 
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This year, you are expected to read and view a wide selection of texts, build on 
your personal choices and develop your response to the texts. 
  
Short stories, tv. shows, non-fiction articles, poems, youtube videos, videogames, novels, 
biographies, magazine or online articles, films, music videos, radio and internet articles all 
make for exciting and enjoyable reading.  
  
While your teacher will help you with the selection of texts, you will also find other texts that 
you like and read them in your own time. You will then produce your personal response to 
each of these texts as part of your Personal Response to Text Portfolio. 
  
You are expected to read at least one book over the year (e.g. novel, non-fiction, short story 
collection etc): this can include texts studied in class. The other texts may be text types of your 
choice e.g. graphic novel, article, video games, film, poetry etc. 
  
The minimum requirement of this assessment is that you create responses to at least FOUR 
texts as soon as you read/view them. You will have the opportunity to redraft and craft your 
responses before the PRT  portfolio is assessed at the end of Term 3. 
 
Texts must be ‘read’ but the responses can be written or orally recorded.  

• Written  
• Google Read and Write 
• screencastify 

 
What is a personal response?  
Personal responses happen as you read/view your text -  you identify parts of texts that 
you found interesting or enjoyable and, most importantly, explain what they helped you 
understand about yourself, your peers, family and the world we live in. 
 
Personal responses are used at all levels of secondary school. If you are 
interested in doing this task at Level 1, speak to your teacher who will give you a PRT 
resource tailored to that level. The biggest difference here is that instead of 4 texts, you 
must respond in depth to six texts and at least two must be extended written texts. 
 
Next year in Year 10, personal responses to text [PRT] will continue but in a different 
format. By engaging with this task, you are learning to articulate on paper about the 
connections that texts make with the reader on a personal level. 
 
  
 

 
 
 
 
Personal Responses to Texts -PRT’s- at Year 9 require you to: 
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 ● Complete a minimum of 4 responses to texts  
 
● At least ONE response must be an extended written text (e.g. a novel, could be the one studied in 
class) 
  
● At least TWO other responses must be self-selected (i.e. chosen by YOU, not your teacher) 
  
● You will have the opportunity to redraft and craft your responses: the portfolio is assessed at the end 
of Term Three.  
 
  
At Yr.9, you will be marked by the following criteria, at Level 4-5 of the NZC 
 

    Achievement 
          4B-4P 

             Merit 
            4A-5B 

         Excellence 
            5P+ 

Forms at least four 
responses to (aspects of) 
texts 
  
Response shows 
personal understanding 
supported by evidence  

Forms at least four 
responses to (aspects of) 
texts 
  

 
Response shows 
convincing personal 
understanding supported 
by evidence 

 Forms at least four 
responses to (aspects of) 
texts 
  
Response shows 
perceptive personal 
understanding supported by 
evidence 

 
 
What this means …. 
 

 ‘‘Personal understanding’ = responding to a theme, message or issue that you found 
interesting or reacted to in the text;  showing how it affects us, our society and the world 
we live in. 
 
‘Supported by evidence’ = including quotes, details and explanations to support your 
response 
 
‘Convincing’ = fully explained, developed and well supported. 
 
‘Perceptive’ = deep understanding, insight and/ or originality. 
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Writing Portfolio 
 
 
Welcome to the wonderful world of Portfolio Writing where you will build up, over 
the year, a selection of written pieces in a variety of text types. 
 
 
You will be introduced to and experiment with a wide range of  writing -- poetry, short 
stories, descriptions, narratives, song lyrics, scripts as well as letters to the editor, 
opinion pieces, persuasive pieces and expository essays.  You will closely look at a 
variety of types and styles of writing by a range of authors and you will identify and use 
these in your own writing.  Your teacher will introduce you to various skills and 
strategies that you will apply to your pieces of writing.   
 
Each term, you are expected to work on formal and creative pieces of writing and, at 
the end of the term, hand in your best piece(s) for feedback and an indicative grade for 
reports.  Your best pieces be crafted to publication standard. This means you must 
draft, redraft and craft again, until you are satisfied your piece of writing is at its best. 
You will check your work for errors (proof-reading) and continue to make changes 
(editing) until your written piece reaches the standard. In Term 4, you will hand in the 
completed Portfolio for a final overall grade. 
 
The short stories, extended texts, films, static images and poems you read in class as 
well as newspaper articles, television and real life events and people can be used as 
inspiration for your own pieces, but you must ensure that each submitted final copy is 
an original (your own) piece of writing.  
 
 
Nearly Achieved 
   4B and below 

    Achievement 
          4P-4A 

             Merit  
            5B-5P 

         Excellence 
               5A+ 

 
Begins to 
expresses and 
structure ideas in 
writing  
 
May use some  
language 
features 
appropriate to 
purpose and 
audience 

 
Expresses and 
structures ideas in 
writing 
 
Uses language 
features appropriate 
to purpose and 
audience 
 

 
Expresses and 
structures ideas 
convincingly in writing 
 
Uses language 
features appropriate to 
purpose and audience 
with control in writing 

 
 Expresses and 
structures ideas 
effectively in writing 
 
Uses language 
features appropriate to 
purpose and audience 
with control, to 
command attention in 
writing 
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Unpacking the Language of the Assessment  
 

 

‘expresses ideas’ = selects relevant ideas and elaborates on them using detail, description, 
explanation or supporting evidence. Ideas include thoughts, feelings, sensory experiences  
 

‘structures ideas’ = ideas are arranged with the elements of the text type, purpose and 
audience in mind, e.g. a persuasive essay will have an introduction, body and conclusion 
 
‘language features’ = language choices associated with particular types of writing e.g. 
narratives may have descriptive phrases, dialogue 
 
‘convincingly ’ = detailed, clear and connected 
 
‘with control’ = deliberate choices of language features and vocabulary 
 
‘effectively’ = sustained, compelling and cohesive 
 
‘command attention’ = deliberate and sustained choices of language features used in an 
original manner, or a strong personal voice or viewpoint 
 
Writing is a process, not just a product. A finished piece of writing goes through many stages 
of crafting before it is ready for publication and/or hand-in. 
 
Editing is a key component of the crafting process and requires you to 

� link your ideas and make them clear to the reader 
� structure your ideas clearly eg: paragraph with purpose 
� make language choices for effect eg: vocabulary, language features etc. 
� use varied sentence structures to make your writing effective 
� ensure your sentences ‘flow’ and the overall purpose of your writing is clear 

Proofreading is the other key component of the crafting process where you must check for 
� incorrect spelling 
� incorrect use of capital letters 
� missing or incorrect punctuation 
� incomplete or incorrect sentences 

 
You do not need to do all of this at once. Focus on getting your ideas onto your draft first. 
Your teacher may then allow you to ‘park’ your writing. You can then come back to it with 
‘fresh eyes’ and continue crafting (editing and proof-reading). It is also helpful to ask your 
peers to read your writing and offer specific advice, especially in your weaker areas. 
 
 
 
 
 


